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Introduction
as one of the business councils of the european chamber of commerce in hong kong 
(ecc), the Financial Services Business council (FSBc) represents the european financial ser-
vices industry in hong kong Special administrative region (hong kong) and macao Special 
administrative region (macao). hong kong is an important location for european companies 
in the financial sector as it is often a hub or gateway to business in mainland china (china) 
and the region.

FSBc engages with market participants, regulatory authorities and other stakeholders on 
important issues concerning the industry in the context of european best practices and sus-
tainable business standards. asset management was selected as the scope for this paper as 
it is a current topic due to the recent changes in the business environment, for example the 
mainland-hong kong mutual recognition of Funds (mrF).

the methodology used for this position paper was to combine facts taken from statistics and 
policy papers, as well as to collect insights from interviews of experts from european busi-
nesses, officials from eu and hong kong operating in hong kong. Sections 5 and 6 take a long-
term view in developing the market environment from the perspective of european financial 
companies in the region. china and hong kong are not currently part of the initiatives and 
legal frameworks mentioned in these chapters. however, these important issues are under 
development and therefore require to be addressed.

  Key Recommendations

 • to pursue agreements between the european union (eu) with china and hong kong instead 
of national bilateral agreements in order to streamline rules and reduce complexity.

 • the eu to reassess european regulations applied in the hong kong financial market via closer 
regulatory dialogue aiming to facilitate a level playing field.

 • to explore opportunities for companies in both jurisdictions in order to facilitate funding for 
infrastructure investment, sustainable financing, and the development of small and medium 
enterprises (Smes) in eu and china.

 • to create an access mechanism for ucitS funds to the mainland-hong kong mutual recogni-
tion of Funds scheme.  

 • to ease the distribution of hong kong and chinese funds to europe

 • to participate in other asian Fund passport initiatives.
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1. The Pursuit of Agreements between the EU with China 
 and Hong Kong instead of National Bilateral Agreements  
 in order to Streamline Rules and Reduce Complexity 

1.1.     Background 

in order to strengthen the foreign policy of the eu, the european commission (ec) proposed 
a new trade and investment strategy in october 2015.1 the Strategy was entitled “trade for 
all: towards a more responsible trade and investment policy”.2 Furthermore, this latest eu 
trade strategy also updates the program of trade negotiations. it prioritises the conclusion 
of major ongoing projects, like eu - china investment agreement and opening the door to 
new negotiations. one of the new areas of negotiation are investment agreements in east 
asia, which includes hong kong.3

1.2. Main Issues and Challenges

the eu is aiming to deepen and rebalance its relationship with china and hong kong in a 
mutually beneficial way. the eu and china are currently negotiating an investment agree-
ment, which is a welcome development. investment flows between the eu and china are 
already substantial, and it is predicted that in future investments will continue to grow. con-
versely, china has announced its participation in the european Fund for Strategic investment 
(eFSi)4 and china has approved its shareholding in the european Bank for reconstruction 
and Development (eBrD)5. 

there is a trend in east asia that supply chains are moving from national to integrated regional 
ones. the ec has stated that european investors would benefit from a broader network of invest-
ment agreements in this region. therefore, it is welcome that the eu is exploring negotiations on 
investment with hong kong. if the european council gives the mandate to launch the negotia-
tions, and the following Sustainability assessment proves to be successful, then it is important to 
include a broad range of concerned parties to be involved from the earliest, exploratory stage. 
in order to achieve as holistic a picture as possible in the negotiations, and to increase transpar-
ency, it should be ensured that relevant european and hong kong companies are represented.

1 European Commission – Press Release: Trade for All: European Commission presents new trade and investment strategy  
 http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/press/index.cfm?id=1381

2 European Commission – Memo on New EU Trade and Investment Strategy  
 http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/october/tradoc_153864.pdf

3 European Commission - Trade for All - New EU Trade and Investment Strategy  
 http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/in-focus/new-trade-strategy/

4 European Commission – Press release: Investment Plan for Europe goes global: China announces its contribution to #investEU 
 http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_ip-15-5723_en.htm

5  European Bank of Reconstruction and Development – Press release: EBRD approves China membership application 
 http://www.ebrd.com/news/2015/ebrd-approves-china-membership-application.html

1
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moreover, to secure successful negotiations overall and to increase credibility of the eu, it is 
important that all the eu member states and their companies, as well as economic operators, 
support these negotiations. united support for the eu-hong kong negotiations, instead of 
national bilateral agreements between member countries and hong kong, benefit all par-
ties. this will streamline the rules that will govern the issues under negotiation and reduce 
complexity as opposed to a situation where hong kong would have to negotiate 28 separate 
investment agreements.

1.3. Recommendations

 • the FSBc supports the ec’s efforts to negotiate investment treaties with china and hong kong.

 • the FSBc recommends that all the negotiation processes would include consultation with 
relevant european companies in hong kong.

 • the FSBc strongly encourages eu member countries to focus solely to the negotiations 
between the eu and hong kong.

2.        EU Should Consider Reassessing European Regulations Applied  
  in the Hong Kong Financial Market Via Closer Regulatory  
  Dialogue with a View to Facilitate a Level Playing Field

2.1. Background

For the past decades, and especially after the 2008 financial crisis, a global trend towards 
greater regulation and supervision has emerged. activities focus on the need to ensure better 
monitoring of risks, in particular systemic risk. considering the globalization of finance, and in 
order to make those regulations effective in practice, lawmakers, notably in the united States 
(uS) and the eu, have increasingly asserted that their laws have extraterritorial jurisdiction.

2.2. Main Issues and Challenges

the consequences of the extraterritorial jurisdiction are not specific to european businesses 
alone, however, FSBc acknowledges that certain aspects of laws and regulations are neces-
sary in order to ensure full compliance. the market would benefit from having those rules 
designed with a greater involvement of foreign regulators in order to facilitate more bal-
anced implementation. it would also improve the cooperation between regulators regard-
ing the monitoring of the compliance to such rules, and ultimately lead to development of a 
level playing field between foreign and local companies. 

2
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the ultimate goal is to make markets equally accessible for foreign products and foreign 
financial companies without jeopardizing the objectives which are: investor protection,  
minimizing the risk of market disruption, and the monitoring of risks. as regulators in various 
parts of the world may have slightly different regulatory standards, correction mechanisms 
should be put in place in order to take into account local specificities. the implementation 
of such laws and regulations should be done in a manner in which compliance to those laws 
and regulations will have to be ensured, without compromising the ultimate objectives set 
forth above. in this regard, principles of equivalence and proportionality have proved to be 
suitable for a variety of  legislation.

eu-based financial companies active in hong kong, as well as hong kong-based companies 
active in the eu or those involved in eu-based investment schemes or financial products 
have raised some practical questions about how best to deal with the various pieces of legis-
lation, or to implement measures enacted in both jurisdictions: what kind of impact do their 
activities have in both jurisdictions, in particular regarding extraterritorial regulations and 
access to certain products or asset classes.

amongst the european laws and regulations which have extraterritorial effect and which 
have been discussed in the hong kong financial community, FSBc has concerns in the fol-
lowing two directives.

2.2.1.   the alternative Investment Fund Managers and amending Directives  
 (2009/65/EC) Directive

hong kong-based asset managers licensed by the Securities and Futures commission 
(SFc) are often appointed as sub-managers by eu alternative investment Fund managers 
and amending Directives (aiFms)6 managing eu-based alternative investment Funds (aiFs), 
which may be part of their group. in such case those managers have to comply with a num-
ber of rules, and implement a number of policies, which directly result from the aiFm Direc-
tive, for example those regarding the remuneration of identified staff within the hong kong 
asset management team. 

in this respect, the european Securities and markets authority (eSma) consultation paper 
under the undertakings for collective investments in transferable Securities (ucitS)7 Direc-
tive and aiFmD 2015/eSma/1172 (eSma guidelines)8 does provide helpful indications regard-
ing the applicability of the remuneration rules set forth in the aiFm Directive to non-eu asset 

6 European Commission -  Delegated Regulation (EU) No 694/2014 supplementing Directive 2011/61/EU – 17.12.2013 
 http://ec.europa.eu/finance/investment/alternative_investments/index_en.htm

7 European Commission - UCITS – Undertakings for the collective investment in transferable securities  
 http://ec.europa.eu/finance/investment/ucits-directive/index_en.htm

8 European Securities and Markets Authority - Consultation Paper: Guidelines on sound remuneration policies under the UCITS  
 Directive and AIFMD  
 https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/2015/11/2015-1172_cp_on_ucits_v_u_aifmd_remuneration_guidelines.pdf

http://ec.europa.eu/finance/investment/alternative_investments/index_en.htm
http://ec.europa.eu/finance/investment/ucits-directive/index_en.htm
https://www.esma.europa.eu/sites/default/files/library/2015/11/2015-1172_cp_on_ucits_v_u_aifmd_remuneration_guidelines.pdf
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managers. FSBc believes that the fact such rules can deter the delegation by certain groups 
from delegating functions to managers located outside the eu, such as in hong kong, should 
be taken into account. Furthermore, hong kong-based aiFms managing hong kong or eu-
based aiFs would be eager to benefit from an eu passport as set forth in the aiFm Directive, 
in order to distribute their products in the eu to professional investors, without having to 
rely on reverse solicitation or national private placement rules (npprs). 

the FSBc has considered eSma’s advice to the european parliament (ep), the ec and the ec 
on the application of the aiFmD passport to non-eu aiFms and aiFs (eSma advice) and the 
elements of the advice regarding hong kong. FSBc noted in particular that eSma was of the 
opinion that available detailed information on the hong kong regulatory framework was 
still incomplete, and that only some eu member States are considered “acceptable inspec-
tion regimes” by the hong kong authorities. it is unclear whether there is a level playing field 
between eu and non-eu aiFms regarding market access in hong kong, and whether hong 
kong managers would benefit from the same market conditions in the eu if hong kong were 
to be granted the aiFm passport. FSBc would encourage eSma and SFc, as well as other 
hong kong authorities, to proactively discuss the investment fund regime in hong kong so 
as to reassess the equivalence thereof with eu rules and regulations, as well as equivalent 
market access.

hong kong-based managers regulated by the SFc are in certain cases headquartered in 
china. china has not yet entered into the necessary cooperation arrangements with the 
eSma and various eu regulators with a view to making china-based asset managers super-
vised by the china Securities and regulatory commission (cSrc) acceptable as sub-manag-
ers of eu-based aiFs. in this respect, it might be useful to discuss how hong kong, which has 
entered into the various cooperation arrangements with the eSma and eu regulators, could 
assist in reaching such an arrangement. in the arrangement china-based asset managers 
regulated by the cSrc could be appointed in said capacity by an eu aiFm or a non-eu aiFm 
when the aiFm passport becomes available to them.

2.2.2.   the Undertakings for Collective Investment in  
 transferable securities Directive (2009/65/EC) (UCIts V)

the ucitS v Directive, the revisions of the sanctions regime, as well as the strengthening of 
the duties, responsibilities and liability regime of the depository of ucitS will most likely have 
an indirect and limited impact on hong kong-based asset managers and promoters of ucitS. 
however, the ucitS v9 Directive also contains rules, which have an extraterritorial effect, in 
particular those on remuneration, which will have to be complied with hong kong-based asset 

9 European Commission - Alternative Investment Fund Managers and amending Directives 2003/41/EC and 2009/65/EC  
 and Regulations (EC) No 1060/2009 and (EU) No 1095/2010  
 http://eur-lex.europa.eu/lexuriServ/lexuriServ.do?uri=oJ:l:2011:174:0001:0073:en:pDF

http://eur-lex.europa.eu/LexUriServ/LexUriServ.do?uri=OJ:L:2011:174:0001:0073:EN:PDF
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managers acting as sub-manager of ucitS. in this respect, the eSma guidelines referred to 
above do provide a helpful indication regarding the applicability of the remuneration rules 
set forth in the ucitS v Directive to non-eu asset managers, in particular with the concepts of 
equivalence and proportionality, similar to what has been indicated above. 

FSBc would encourage an open dialogue between the eSma and the SFc, as well as other 
hong kong authorities, on the issue. the dialogue should also lead to a wider convergence 
of regulatory standards between the eu, and in particular the eSma and the eu regulators, 
and the SFc. the dialogue should hold a view of maintaining the wide acceptability of eu-
based products, in particular ucitS products, in hong kong alongside hong kong-based 
products and funds. the approach should include sophisticated strategies and specific 
strategies involving rmB investments, for which products have been developed under the  
ucitS brand.

FSBc suggests structuring an open and ongoing dialogue between the eSma, the SFc as 
well as other hong kong authorities in relation to: 

 • the application of eu regulations in relation to ucitS and aiFmD in particular when those 
rules and regulation have extraterritorial impact over hong kong-based managers.

 • the assessment by the eSma of the equivalent character of hong kong regulations under 
the aiFm Directive regime as well as the accessibility of eu-based products to the hong  
kong market.

 • the possibility to leverage on hong kong’s position as eligible jurisdiction for aiFm Directive 
compliant managers in order to make possible the appointment by china-based managers 
of investment managers of eu-based aiFs.

 • ensuring a level playing field between eu and hong kong in relation to market access by 
local managers with local fund products, in particular, in relation to sophisticated fund prod-
ucts and products implementing particular strategies.

2.3. Recommendations

 • FSBc encourages an open dialog between the eSma and the SFc, as well other hong kong 
authorities, as to determine the best manner to implement remuneration arrangements in 
relation to hong kong-based managers.

 • FSBc wishes eSma and the SFc as well as other hong kong authorities to proactively discuss 
the investment fund regime in hong kong as to re-assess the equivalence with eu rules and 
regulations as well as equivalent market access.

 • FSBc encourages an open dialog between the eSma and the SFc, as well other hong kong author-
ities, as to determine the best manner to implement remuneration arrangements in relation to 
hong kong-based managers appointed by ucitS or their eu-based management companies.
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3.  Exploring Opportunities for Companies in  
  Both Jurisdictions to Facilitate Funding  
  for Infrastructure Investment, Sustainable Financing  
  and the development of SMEs in EU and China

3.1. Background 

the enormous infrastructure investment need for asia is by some estimates an annual 730 
billion uSD10 until 2020. china has recently initiated plans related to its ambition of connect-
ing asian infrastructure. hong kong cannot afford to miss this opportunity as a source of 
potential economic growth, and further strengthening of the asset management sector for 
decades to come. at the same time, green financing has the potential to become a major 
source of funding for infrastructure projects, at a time when countries commit themselves to 
addressing climate change. Finally, giving particular attention to Smes is relevant due to their 
significant contribution to the economy and to job creation. european companies choose 
hong kong because of its openness, as well as its legal and political stability, and transpar-
ency. hong kong is well placed to keep its status as a leading financial hub by contributing 
to the areas of infrastructure investments, green financing and Sme financing. 

3.2. Main Issues and Challenges

3.2.1. Infrastructure Investment

china has created an ambitious plan to boost asian economic growth by reviving histori-
cal trade routes with the Belt and the road initiative, commonly known as ‘one Belt one 
road’ (oBor). it involves more than 60 countries and 4.4 billion people11 and has the poten-
tial to become one of the world’s largest free trade zones. the ambition will require bilateral 
and multilateral cooperation for policy coordination to develop and connect infrastructure, 
increase trade and investment, deepen financial ties, as well as integrate and strengthen cul-
tural bonds for countries along the oBor. china has set up several bilateral and multilateral 
development institutions to facilitate this: china’s Silk road infrastructure Fund (Sri), cic capi-
tal (which is a subsidiary of china investment corporation (cic)), one of china’s four sovereign 
wealth funds), the asian infrastructure investment Bank (aiiB), and new Development Bank 

10 Economist - Revision to the mean  
 http://www.economist.com/node/21667964/print

11 SCMP - China‘s ‚one belt, one road‘ initiative best led by markets, urges Hong Kong finance chief   
 http://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/economy/article/1843329/hong-kong-finance-chief-urges-chinas-one-belt-one-road-scheme
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(nDB). together they have a funding capacity of around 300 billion uSD12 13 14 15. Furthermore, 
in relation to oBor, china is said to be committing 170 billion uSD16  from its foreign exchange 
reserves to recapitalize a number of its financial institutions and policy banks.

the oBor project still faces a major funding gap which will need to be supplied from the 
private sector. Direct investment in the form of large institutional investors - such as insur-
ance firms, pension funds and Sovereign Wealth Funds (SWFS) - would under the right condi-
tions contribute to fill the funding gap. in most developing asian countries there is a lack of a 
stable and transparent investment climate without clear regulation regarding assets, tax and 
securities. Weak legal, regulatory and institutional systems, strict capital controls as well as lack 
of clear and well-informed government decision-making processes are all major obstacles to 
grow private infrastructure investments as these represents significant risk to each project’s 
long-term investment horizon. only a few jurisdictions in asia are adequately developed to 
facilitate sophisticated private infrastructure investment and hong kong is one of them. 

hong kong has several advantages over other asian jurisdictions as well as other chinese 
cities. as a financial hub hong kong is well positioned to become the region’s major fund-
raising and financing platform -  particularly in connection with oBor. hong kong has long 
been a key regional location for chinese and international firms wanting to take advantage 
of its rule of law with an independent judiciary, transparent government and effective tax 
system. the free market type economy also allows free flow of capital and financial services. 
this includes a well-developed market for consultancy, investment, lending and risk hedg-
ing mechanisms. hong kong’s gateway status provides access to chinese and foreign capi-
tal. hong kong has developed into the largest offshore renminbi (rmB) centre for rmB bond 
issuance, trade settlement and asset management services.

china is fully aware of hong kong’s unique potential and the aiiB is said to intend to make use 
of hong kong as a bond-issuing platform, which will be one of the main financial sources of 
the aiiB going forward. the potential is strongly promoted also by hong kong government. 
in January 2016, the hong kong government officially announced that it has the intention to 
play an active role in facilitating the implementation of the oBor initiative.17 the hong kong 
government has indicated to the central government of china its willingness to join the aiiB, 
and provide mediation and arbitration services, such as loan syndication or bond issuance. 
the hong kong government will also set up a steering committee, which will be responsible 

12 Reuters - China to establish $40 billion Silk Road infrastructure fund  
 http://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-diplomacy-iduSkBn0iS0BQ20141108

13  Nikkei Asian Review - One Belt, One Road‘ initiative gathers steam  
 http://asia.nikkei.com/politics-economy/international-relations/one-Belt-one-road-initiative-gathers-steam 

14 SCMP - China-led Asian Infrastructure Investment Bank just months away from first loan  
 http://www.scmp.com/news/china/economy/article/1895003/china-led-asian-infrastructure-investment-bank-just

15 Bloomberg - BRICS Agree on $50 Billion Bank With Something for Everyone  
 http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-07-15/brics-leaders-reach-agreement-on-50-billion-development-bank

16 Reuters - Fitch: Internationalization of Chinese Banks Driven by Policy Objectives  
 http://www.reuters.com/article/iduSFit93470320151013#mo5pcaxl14BmqDta.97    

17 Hong Kong Special Administrative Region, Office of the Chief Executive – 2016 Policy Address  
 http://www.policyaddress.gov.hk/2016/eng/index.html

http://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-diplomacy-idUSKBN0IS0BQ20141108
http://asia.nikkei.com/Politics-Economy/International-Relations/One-Belt-One-Road-initiative-gathers-steam
http://www.scmp.com/news/china/economy/article/1895003/china-led-asian-infrastructure-investment-bank-just
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2014-07-15/brics-leaders-reach-agreement-on-50-billion-development-bank
http://www.reuters.com/article/idUSFit93470320151013#Mo5PCaxl14BmqDta.97
http://
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for formulating strategies and policies for hong kong’s participation in the oBor initiative. 
to complement the oBor initiative, hong kong will continue to promote the offshore 
rmB business by for example, strengthening market infrastructure and financial platforms, 
enhancing rmB business links with countries along the oBor routes, and promoting rmB 
business between hong kong banks and international financial institutions and enterprises.  

the ec and european companies should similarly recognize hong kong’s potential as a 
financial centre and gateway to asia and strategic location for participation in oBor.

3.2.2. Green Finance

green financing is expected to be increasingly used to fund infrastructure investments, and 
china aims to use it as part of the oBor plans. given the massive funding requirement, it 
can therefore be expected that oBor will act as a catalyst for expansion of green financing. 
china has committed itself to carbon emission targets and is actively pursuing a shift from 
a coal-based, resource-intensive economic model to a more sustainable one. public sec-
tor funds alone, however, are not sufficient to be the sole source of financing. For example, 
china recognizes that public funds will cover only about 10-15% of the green investments18 
required in the country in coming years. Balancing this would be covered by fund managers 
with explicit green mandates or those wishing to exhibit green credentials. part of china’s 
climate effort is therefore to develop a sustainable financing market and incorporate green 
finance with the fundraising needs of oBor.

an emerging area in sustainable financing are green bonds, which are similar in nature to 
standard fixed-income instruments, except they link the proceeds of an issue to environmentally 
friendly investments. this could be to finance building of new infrastructure or upgrading of 
existing operating assets. examples include renewable energy (solar or wind power), green 
buildings infrastructure, or waste management/methane reduction. china wants to develop a 
green bond market and the people›s Bank of china (pBoc) has been focused on introducing 
green financial bond regulation. as china follows through with these plans to turn to more 
environmentally friendly types of infrastructure and issue green bonds for these projects, 
there is an expectation of strong growth in this market and the oBor project will be part of 
this effort. the china-led aiiB has committed to adopting green finance principles by focusing 
on pushing through adaptation of energy saving and environmentally friendly technology in 
the projects it funds. 

the hong kong government, regulators and public sector in general can support green bonds 
markets in various ways. regulation can be introduced in favour of developing the green bond 
market, such as targets and disclosure of environmental performance becoming a requirement 

18 World Resources Institute - Will China Lead The Way On Green Finance?  
 http://www.wri.org/blog/2015/07/will-china-lead-way-green-finance

http://www.wri.org/blog/2015/07/will-china-lead-way-green-finance
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for ‘public service’ companies, whether public or privatized, for example utilities, transport, 
energy, communications and waste management. in terms of green financing and with oBor 
in mind, hong kong will greatly benefit from prioritizing development of green financing mar-
kets in which chinese and european companies can participate and offer their expertise. 

3.2.3. sMEs

in the context of the ec current agenda of financial regulatory reform on the topic of build-
ing a capital market union, concerns of european Sme settling business in hong kong and 
china should be taken into consideration.

a growing number of Smes require a good trade infrastructure and access to financing, both 
of which are generally underdeveloped in asia. credit from banks remains a key source of 
financing for most Smes, but access can still be limited and represents a structural problem. 
policymakers and regulators in both eu and china should promote and develop Sme financ-
ing infrastructure. this includes financing options, which include non-bank lenders such as 
business angels, venture capitalists, private debt funds, crowd-funding platforms and capital 
markets. With over a century of experience and presence in the field, european financial 
institutions and their branch or representations in hong kong are in the key position to help 
chinese Smes expand their business overseas. Furthermore by exploring opportunities to 
collaborate in this area it would facilitate new business growth for everyone involved. 

european Smes are also identified as an important contributor to economic growth, trade and 
job creation. the eu is strong supporter of Smes with the eu’s europe 2020 strategy prioritis-
ing Smes19. the eu has identified access to finance and markets for Smes as main priorities and 
the eu wants to see Smes internationalize in order to innovate and grow, but their competi-
tiveness depends on a fair level playing field. european financial institutes should focus more 
on Smes, and find tools and means to facilitate their international expansion. For example, a 
common problem for european Smes in hong kong is to obtain local bank accounts as part 
of the business initiation20, in part because banks find the higher compliance cost of servicing 
Smes unattractive. this limits the number of Smes who are willing to set up business in hong 
kong, resulting in less investment into hong kong. at the same time, it limits european Smes’ 
expansion into asia due to the difficulty in setting up operations and obtaining the initial local 
financing. the eu in cooperation with european financial companies operating in hong kong 
could consider a scheme to streamline the setup process for eu companies in hong kong, 
which could help to ease the associated compliance cost for banks. another approach could 
be to explore ways to provide a credit facility for european Smes during the initial stages of 
setting up in hong kong to make it easier for hong kong-based banks to offer credit lines.

19 European Commission Trade – Factsheet: EU Trade Policy and SMEs  
 http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2011/march/tradoc_147637.pdf

20 Based on private feedback from European companies in Hong Kong

http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2011/march/tradoc_147637.pdf
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Some regulation may, however, impede efforts to grow Sme lending. there are concerns 
about the impact of Basel iii21, which may discourage banks from providing long-term credit 
for Smes. the strengthened capital requirement under the third Basel accord (Basel iii), as 
well as new rules of liquidity and leverage ratio frameworks, are expected to have a negative 
impact on Sme financing, which has also become a critical concern in china. ec should pay 
special attention to the financial needs of Smes in their discussion with their chinese coun-
terparts regarding the Basel iii, as Smes form an important part of local economies and value 
chain in international trade, including for european companies. the overall development of 
a proper financial infrastructure will encourage european financial sector firms to participate 
and in some ways help to lift standards and help to level the playing field between lenders.

3.3. Recommendations

 • FSBc encourages the eu to help european financial sector companies to use hong kong as a 
base for facilitating and participating in projects such as oBor initiative.

 • FSBc encourages the eu to collaborate with hong kong and china on finding efficient solu-
tions to develop and distribute green finance investment products.

 • FSBc encourages the eu to pay special attention to Smes, when drafting the eu-china invest-
ment agreement.

4.  Creating an Access Mechanism for UCITS Funds  
  to the Mainland-Hong Kong Mutual Recognition  
  of Funds Scheme

4.1. Background

the mainland-hong kong mutual recognition of Funds (mrF)22 scheme allows eligible chi-
nese and hong kong funds to be distributed to each other’s market.  it is managed in hong 
kong by the Securities and Futures commission (SFc), and in china by the china Securities 
regulatory commission (cSrc). the scheme’s initial investment quota is 300 billion rmB on 
a net basis each way. the initiative was announced in may 201523 and was implemented on 

21 Asian Development Bank - Asian SME Finance Monitor 2014  
 http://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/173205/asia-sme-finance-monitor2014.pdf

22 Securities and Futures Commission – Mainland Hong Kong Mutual Recognition of Funds  
 http://www.sfc.hk/web/en/faqs/mainland-hong-kong-mutual-recognition-of-funds.html

23 Securities and Futures Commission - Joint Announcement of China Securities Regulatory Commission and Securities and  
 Futures Commission  
 http://www.sfc.hk/edistributionWeb/gateway/en/news-and-announcements/news/doc?refno=15pr52

4

http://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/publication/173205/asia-sme-finance-monitor2014.pdf
http://www.sfc.hk/web/EN/faqs/mainland-hong-kong-mutual-recognition-of-funds.html
http://www.sfc.hk/edistributionWeb/gateway/EN/news-and-announcements/news/doc?refNo=15PR52
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July 201524, when the SFc and cSrc accepted applications from funds that are domiciled and 
managed in one market, and are seeking approval to enter the other market. the authoriza-
tion for four mainland funds for public offering in hong kong and three hong kong funds for 
public offering on the mainland market was granted the status in December 2015.25 

4.2. Main Issues and Challenges

the initiative opened the mainland public fund market to foreign funds for the first time and 
made a wider selection of fund products available to investors in both markets. the mrF also 
gives the opportunity for the cSrc and SFc to jointly develop a fund regulatory standard. 
Despite the great opportunity this presents, the planned scheme requires strong eligibility 
criteria’s; the fund has to be domiciled in either hong kong or the mainland and it must have 
been authorized for more than a year in that jurisdiction with a track record of at least one 
year. additionally, the fund has to be sourced by at least 50% from that jurisdiction, which 
significantly hinders distribution plans. 

the mrF appears to be inspired by the european undertakings for collective investment 
in transferable Securities Directive (ucitS) (2009/65/ec), which requires only single autho-
rization from one eu member state to allow funds from anywhere in the world to operate 
freely throughout the eu, providing access to 28 countries simultaneously. the ucitS brand 
was established almost 30 years ago, and has become a well-established and recognizable 
international standard. Within this framework, asia has become the second largest distribu-
tion market of ucitS funds after europe.26 often in asia, foreign funds, and especially ucitS 
funds, are sold in a larger proportion than domestic funds. it is therefore legitimate that the 
asian markets should seek to build their own products and expertise. Whilst the mrF and 
other recent developments may be seen as competition, the ec should open a dialogue and 
find ways to get asian regulators involved, and to open access to mutual markets. 

therefore, FSBc would like to explore the possibility of permitting mutual recognition of 
hong kong domiciled funds and ucitS, as well as permitting mutual recognition of china 
domiciled funds and ucitS. 

For this to happen, the eu should communicate clearly on the long-term benefits in apply-
ing ucitS outside europe. For example, compliance in tax would help companies from all 
the regions to expand their business to europe, and the european professionalism on the 
fund industry in general makes it easier to work within the eu borders. 

24 Securities and Futures Commission - Products Key Facts Statements (KFS)  
 http://www.sfc.hk/web/en/regulatory-functions/products/product-authorization/products-key-facts-statements.html

25 Securities and Futures Commission – Press Release: SFC authorizes first batch of funds under Mainland-Hong Kong Mutual  
 Recognition of  Funds initiative  
 https://www.sfc.hk/edistributionWeb/gateway/en/news-and-announcements/news/doc?refno=15pr124

26 Association of the Luxembourg Fund Industries - Alfi global fund distribution poster 2015, 
 http://www.alfi.lu/alfi-global-fund-distribution-poster-2015

http://www.sfc.hk/web/EN/regulatory-functions/products/product-authorization/products-key-facts-statements.html
https://www.sfc.hk/edistributionWeb/gateway/EN/news-and-announcements/news/doc?refNo=15PR124
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4.3. Recommendations

 • FSBc encourages the eu to open a dialogue for creating an access mechanism for ucitS 
funds to the mutual recognition scheme.

5.  Easing the Distribution of Hong Kong  
  and Chinese Funds to Europe 

5.1.  Background

historically asset managers wishing to distribute their products to their own economic region, 
to europe or globally, enjoy the international recognition of the ucitS brand and the admin-
istrative and cost convenience offered by the ucitS framework due to the fact that there is 
no need to establish local entities or structures where ever they have a presence. Fund man-
agers in asia are very cost cautious, meaning that there is demand for an easily-accessible, 
low administrative cost framework that grants access to the investment market of over 28 
european countries. in parallel, asia currently does not have a collective and exhaustive fund 
passport scheme such as european economic area has. the chinese market is already strong 
and growing, but to be successful relevant distribution channels need to be in place. 

5.2. Main Issues and Challenge

markets in asia, especially china, can be different from the european ones in various aspects. 
chinese investors demand higher returns than the european counterparts. Different asset 
classes such as real estate and private equity tend to be more sought after investments than 
funds. in hong kong the average size of funds is smaller, giving less to distribute, and direct 
stock investments are seen as the most favoured investment alternative. 

as a result, the key to long-term success is reciprocity. the ec should not be averse to making 
it easier for asian funds, especially hong kong and chinese funds, to access the european 
market, but should actively promote such development. 

interlinked business has started as more and more chinese managers are exploring europe 
as a distribution market. the major chinese banks have also set up offices and some of 
them were granted rmB Qualified Foreign institutional investor (rQFii)27 licenses within eu  
borders. moreover, the recent volatility in the markets in china, a deaccelerating property 

27 Investor Education Centre – What is a Renminbi Qualified Foreign Institutional Investor (RQFII) fund
 http://www.hkiec.hk/web/en/investment/understanding-products/rmb-products/types-of-rmb-products/rqfii-funds.html

5

http://www.hkiec.hk/web/en/investment/understanding-products/rmb-products/types-of-rmb-products/rqfii-funds.html
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market, decline in the popularity of onshore wealth management products, and depreciat-
ing rmB, give investors an incentive to look overseas for new products. 

rmB Qualified Foreign institutional investor (rQFii) quotas are still very sought after in hong 
kong. Since the amount of assets potentially being invested to china market exceeds the 
quota globally available, investors are turning to other locations when their local quota runs 
out. at the moment, china has granted rQFii quotas to several funds domiciled in eu area, 
attracting european funds to use the rQFii scheme to invest directly into china. 

lastly, as pointed out in section 2, a major improvement in developing reciprocity has already 
started with eSma’s investigation on the application of the aiFmD passport to non-eu aiFms 
and aiFs and chose two jurisdictions in asia, one being hong kong, into its consideration. 
although eSma advice has not yet reached conclusive results, a stepping stone towards the 
right direction has been provided.

5.3. Recommendations

 • FSBc encourages the ec to continue communication with regulators and authorities in 
hong kong and china, and actively seek ways to grow the number of hong kong and 
chinese investment products in the european market.

 • FSBc strongly encourages ec to seek mutual recognition of funds with hong kong and 
china.

 • FSBc suggests it is made sure the mutual recognition of ucitS funds and chinese funds is 
implemented into the ongoing china-europe free trade agreement negotiations.

6.  Participating in Other  
  Asian Fund Passport Initiatives

6.1. Background

as the entire asian region integrates with the world and local economies emerge, there is 
an unrivalled opportunity for chinese and european financial institutions, particularly within 
asset management. multiple fund passport regimes have emerged in asia, such as asia region 
Funds passport (arFp)28 and the association of Southeast asian nations framework for cross-

28 Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation - Asia Region Funds Passport   
 http://fundspassport.apec.org/

6

http://fundspassport.apec.org/
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border offerings of collective investment schemes (aSean ciS)29 program, which is helping to 
integrate economies and harmonize local financial market jurisdictions. the eu should in the 
long-term seek to establish mutual recognition between eu and asian fund passport schemes.

6.2. Main Issues and Challenges

the arFp is an initiative by asia-pacific economic cooperation (apec) that “will, once imple-
mented, provide a multilaterally agreed framework to facilitate the cross-border marketing 
of managed funds across participating economies in the asia region.” the passport has been 
under preparation since 2010, and is planned to be implemented in 2016, with a long-term 
goal to “facilitate funds from the asia region being marketed in europe through an asian/
european mutual recognition agreement.” in September 2015, Finance ministers from aus-
tralia, Japan, korea, new Zealand, the philippines and thailand signed a Statement of under-
standing on the asia region Funds passport. 

the aSean ciS came in force in august 2014. it is governed by the aSean capital markets 
Forum (acmF) and it is now operational in malaysia, Singapore and thailand. With the 
scheme, qualified fund managers have a direct channel for cross-border distribution of 
funds in the three markets, assuming the funds are aSean ciS authorized in its domicile 
of the ciS market and are offered in other participating countries. the three countries have 
also adopted the Standards of Qualifying ciS, which will govern that the funds offered are 
managed based on industry best practices. aSean ciS is part of the aSean economic com-
munity Blueprint whose goal is to establish aSean as a single market with a freer flow of 
capital. For this purpose, the roadmap for monetary and Financial integration of aSean was 
endorsed in 2003.

the benefits of financial passports include greater availability of financial products for both 
sellers and buyers, increased competition and wider risk-sharing. While different regimes fur-
ther develop asian financial markets, it includes the risk of creating vastly different regimes 
and adding unnecessary complexity. at the moment the participation rate for the different 
schemes is not as active as it potentially could be. there is still no reason not to assume 
the participation will increase while asian economies collaborate more and the different 
schemes develop. For example, solving the issue of imposing equivalent tax rates for both 
domestic and foreign funds would create even greater incentive to participate. however, if 
the schemes, including the european ones, develop in silos, the result will cause more distor-
tions to the market, rather than increasing the distribution and free flow of funds. 

reaching mutual recognition between eu and asian fund passport initiatives is a long- 
term goal, and active participation by the ec in the discussion is necessary. unexpectedly, 

29 Association of Southeast Asian Nations South Asian Capital Markets Forum – Collective Investment Scheme  
 http://www.theacmf.org/acmF/webcontent.php?content_id=00017

http://www.theacmf.org/ACMF/webcontent.php?content_id=00017
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Singapore did not participate in the first round of arFp in the fall of 2015. however, there 
is still a possibility for the country to join in later rounds. Should that happen, Singapore is 
strategically very well positioned by potentially allowing the operator of funds to extend 
their fund offer to all economies participating in both arFp and ciS. it would give Singapore 
a competitive edge detrimental to hong kong in the competition to be the main financial 
hub in asia. if hong kong follows Singapore to join both of the asian passport schemes, it 
gives even less role for ucitS in passporting countries, which would ultimately mean smaller 
flow of funds to europe.

6.3. Recommendations

 • to encourage the eu to open a dialogue with the long-term objective of harmonizing and 

ultimately having a mutual recognition between eu and asian fund passport initiatives.
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Abbreviations

aCMF aSean capital markets Forum
aIF alternative investment Funds
aIFM alternative investment Fund managers and amending Directives (2009/65/ec)
aIIB asian infrastructure investment Bank 
aPEC asia-pacific economic cooperation
aRFP asia region Funds passport
asEan CIs the association of Southeast asian nations framework  
 for cross-border offerings of collective investment schemes 
BasEL III third Basel accord
China people’s republic of china
CIC china investment corporation 
CsRC china Securities regulatory commission
EBRD european Bank for reconstruction and Development
EC european commission
ECC european chamber of commerce
EFsI european Fund for Strategic investment 
EP european parliament
EsMa  european Securities and markets authority 
EU european union
FsBC the eurocham Financial Services Business council 
Hong Kong hong kong Special administrative region
MRF the mainland-hong kong mutual recognition of Funds 
nBD new Development Bank
nPRs national private placement rules
oBoR one Belt one road
PBoC the people’s Bank of china
RMB renminbi        
sCF Securities and Futures commission
sFC hong kong by the Securities and Futures commission (SFc)
sMEs Small and medium enterprises
sRI china’s Silk road infrastructure Fund 
sWsF Sovereign Wealth Funds
UCIts undertakings for collective investments in transferable Securities
UCIts V undertakings for collective investment in transferable Securities Directive  
 (2009/65/ec)
Us united States 
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 • asian Development Bank - asian Sme 
Finance monitor 2014  
http://www.adb.org/sites/default/files/
publication/173205/asia-sme-finance-
monitor2014.pdf

 • asia-pacific economic cooperation - 
asia region Funds passport   
http://fundspassport.apec.org/

 • association of Southeast asian nations 
South asian capital markets Forum – 
collective investment Scheme  
http://www.theacmf.org/acmF/
webcontent.php?content_id=00017

 • association of the luxembourg 
Fund industries - alfi global fund 
distribution poster 2015  
http://www.alfi.lu/alfi-global-fund-
distribution-poster-2015

 • Bloomberg - BricS agree on $50 
Billion Bank With Something for 
everyone  
http://www.bloomberg.com/news/
articles/2014-07-15/brics-leaders-
reach-agreement-on-50-billion-
development-bank

 • european Bank of reconstruction 
and Development – press release: 
eBrD approves china membership 
application  
http://www.ebrd.com/news/2015/
ebrd-approves-china-membership-
application.html 
 
 

 • european commission -  Delegated 
regulation (eu) no 694/2014 
supplementing Directive 2011/61/eu – 
17.12.2013  
http://ec.europa.eu/finance/
investment/alternative_investments/
index_en.htm

 • european commission - alternative 
investment Fund managers and 
amending Directives 2003/41/ec and 
2009/65/ec and regulations (ec) no 
1060/2009 and (eu) no 1095/2010  
http://eur-lex.europa.eu/lexuriServ/
lexuriServ.do?uri=oJ:l:2011:174:0001:0
073:en:pDF

 • european commission – memo 
on new eu trade and investment 
Strategy  
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/
docs/2015/october/tradoc_153864.pdf

 • european commission – press 
release: investment plan for europe 
goes global: china announces its 
contribution to #investeu  
http://europa.eu/rapid/press-release_
ip-15-5723_en.htm

 • european commission – press release: 
trade for all: european commission 
presents new trade and investment 
strategy  
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/
press/index.cfm?id=1381
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 • european commission - trade for 
all - new eu trade and investment 
Strategy  
http://ec.europa.eu/trade/policy/
in-focus/new-trade-strategy/

 • european commission - ucitS – 
undertakings for the collective 
investment in transferable securities 
http://ec.europa.eu/finance/
investment/ucits-directive/index_
en.htm

 • european commission trade – 
Factsheet: eu trade policy and Smes  
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/
docs/2011/march/tradoc_147637.pdf

 • european Securities and markets 
authority - consultation paper: 
guidelines on sound remuneration 
policies under the ucitS Directive and 
aiFmD  
https://www.esma.europa.
eu/sites/default/files/
library/2015/11/2015-1172_cp_on_
ucits_v_u_aifmd_remuneration_
guidelines.pdf

 • hong kong Special administrative 
region, office of the chief executive – 
2016 policy address  
http://www.policyaddress.gov.
hk/2016/eng/index.html 
 
 
 
 

 • investor education centre – What 
is a renminbi Qualified Foreign 
institutional investor (rQFii) fund  
http://www.hkiec.hk/web/en/
investment/understanding-products/
rmb-products/types-of-rmb-products/
rqfii-funds.html
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 • reuters - china to establish $40 billion 
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http://www.reuters.com/
article/us-china-diplomacy-
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 • reuters - Fitch: internationalization 
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 • Scmp - china’s ‘one belt, one road’ 
initiative best led by markets, urges 
hong kong finance chief   
http://www.scmp.com/news/hong-
kong/economy/article/1843329/hong-
kong-finance-chief-urges-chinas-one-
belt-one-road-scheme

 • Securities and Futures commission 
- Joint announcement of china 
Securities regulatory commission and 
Securities and Futures commission  
http://www.sfc.hk/
edistributionWeb/gateway/en/
news-and-announcements/news/
doc?refno=15pr52

 • Securities and Futures commission 
– mainland hong kong mutual 
recognition of Funds  
http://www.sfc.hk/web/en/faqs/
mainland-hong-kong-mutual-
recognition-of-funds.html

 • Securities and Futures commission 
– press release: SFc authorizes first 
batch of funds under mainland-hong 
kong mutual recognition of Funds 
initiative  
https://www.sfc.hk/edistributionWeb/
gateway/en/news-and-
announcements/news/doc?refno 
=15pr124

 • Securities and Futures commission - 
products key Facts Statements (kFS)  
http://www.sfc.hk/web/en/regulatory-
functions/products/product-
authorization/products-key-facts-
statements.html

 • World resources institute - Will china 
lead the Way on green Finance?  
http://www.wri.org/blog/2015/07/will-
china-lead-way-green-finance
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